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Sharp has extensive experience of providing
document solutions to varying public sector
organisations. You can rely on us to provide you with
the high quality, affordable products you demand.
We understand that cost reduction and product reliability
are critical factors for your organisation to run efficiently day
to day.
Sharp can help you by providing innovative, reliable and high
quality multifunctional and reprographic devices that can
help in providing an excellent working environment for your
staff.
Cut printing costs
Print is an essential communication tool in any organisation.
Sharp can help you optimise your print environment and
gain total control of your print fleet, with benefits such as
automated reporting on print volumes, costs, users and
device performance. Many organisations which we work with
are now enjoying the benefits of significant cost savings .
One of our customers recently installed a Sharp MX-6500N
in their print room, they are now able to meet all demand inhouse, improving their service turnaround and saving them
money.
High Security Standards
Sharp’s advanced, multi-layered security solutions
safeguard confidential information and restrict MFP access
and usage allowing every authorised user total peace of
mind. Our MFDs achieve the highest levels of security
compliance possible for commercially available MFDs.

Usability
Sharp MFDs help create a more comfortable, less stressful
working environment. User-friendly features allow easy
operation for all staff:
• Intuitive touch screen controls ensure ready access
to high-performance document functions.
• The Home screen can be customised for individual
users by programming their most frequently used
functions and settings.
• The Enlarge Display mode brings added readability
– a range of screen colours and languages can also
be chosen.
• The tiltable* control panel provides greater visibility
and improved ease of use - even from a wheelchair.
(*Tiltable angle depends on MFD model.)
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